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ABSTRACT It is a great challenge to find an optimal one-wafer cyclic schedule for a single-arm multicluster tool that is widely adopted in semiconductor fabrication. Aiming to tackle this significant problem, an
optimal scheduling strategy is determined first for each individual tool under the condition that the bottleneck
individual tool is transport-bound. Then, by developing a Petri net model with robot waiting being explicitly
described to reveal the properties of the entire system, this paper shows that to schedule such a tool optimally
is to allocate the robot waiting time properly. Then, this paper presents the necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of an optimal one-wafer cyclic schedule. Thereafter, an efficient algorithm is developed to
check the given conditions and find such a schedule efficiently if existing. Finally, two industrial examples
are used to verify that the proposed method is applicable and effective.
INDEX TERMS Scheduling, Petri net, robotic systems, multi-cluster tools.
OSLB

NOMENCLATURE

Aij
b[i]
Ci
dij
FPi
Iij
IRi
F
LB
M
n[i]

Basic activity Aij = hyij → uij → xij → ti(j+1) i
The index for a buffering module connecting
Ci and Ci+1
The i-th tool of a multi-cluster tool with C1 being
the ‘‘head’’ tool that has two loadlocks
Place modeling Ri ’s holding a wafer for moving
from Steps j to j + 1 in a PN
Fundamental period of Ci
Set of indexes of steps that are included in
activities performed for completing a wafer at Sij
Set of indexes of steps that are included in
activities performed in an Ri cycle
Capacity function in a PN
Lower Bound
Marking of a PN
The index for the PM of the last step in Ci
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O2 CS
OSS
PM
PN
pij
PB
PD
qij
Ri
ri
Sij
tij
TB
TD

One-wafer cyclic schedule with the LB of
cycle time
Optimal one-wafer cyclic schedule
Optimal scheduling strategy
Process module
Petri Net
Place modeling the PM at Step j of Ci in a PN
Process-bound
Process-dominant
Place modeling Ri ’s waiting before unloading a
wafer (removing a token) from pij in a PN
The robot in Ci
Place modeling Ri in a PN
Processing Step j in Ci
Transition for Ri ’s loading a wafer into pij in a PN
Transport-bound
Transport-dominant
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uij
xij
ymj
zij
αij
αij∗
τij
τij∗
ηi
5i
5
3Pi
3Ri
ωij
ωij∗
γij1
γij2
3
γim
θij
ξij
λi
µi
πij
πi
ψi
n[i]
NK

Transition for Ri ’s unloading a wafer from pij
in a PN
Transition for the robot moving from Steps j to
j + 1, j ∈ n[i] , with a wafer carried
Transition for robot moving from Steps m to j, and
m, j ∈ n[i] , without holding a wafer
Place modeling Ri ’s holding a wafer for loading
into pij in a PN
Wafer processing time at Sij , j ∈
/ {b[i], 0}
Virtual wafer processing time at Sij , j ∈ {b[i], 0}
Wafer sojourn time at Sij , j ∈
/ {b[i], 0}
Virtual wafer sojourn time at Sij , j ∈ {b[i], 0}
A scheduling strategy for Ci
Cycle time with no robot waiting for Ci under a
determined scheduling strategy
The LB of cycle time for the system
3Pi = {j|Ai(j−1) Aij 6 ⊆ ηi , j ∈ N n[i] }∪
{0|Ai(n[i]) Ai0 6 ⊆ ηi }
3Ri = {j|Ai(j−1) Aij ⊆ ηi , j ∈ N n[i] }∪
{0|Ai(n[i]) Ai0 ⊆ ηi }
Ri ’s waiting time before unloading a wafer from Sij
ωij∗ = ωij − αij if j ∈ 3Ri \{0, b[i]}, otherwise,
ωij∗ = ωij , if j ∈ 3Ri ∩ {0, b[i]}
γij1 = αij if j ∈
/ {0, b[i]}, otherwise γij1 = αij∗
γij2 = τij if j ∈
/ {0, b[i]}, otherwise γij2 = τij∗
3
3 = ω∗ ,
γim = ωim if m ∈ 3Pi , otherwise, γim
im
R
if m ∈ 3i
The time taken for completing a wafer at Sij
Cycle time with no robot waiting at Sij
Time taken for Ri ’s unloading/loading a wafer
from/into Sij
Time taken for Ri ’s moving from one step to
another with or without a wafer hold
The cycle time at Sij
The cycle time of Ci
Ri ’s cycle time
= {0, 1, . . . , n[i]}
= {1, 2, . . . , K }

I. INTRODUCTION

As an extensively adopted tool for wafer manufacturing,
a cluster tool consists of several process modules (PMs), two
loadlocks, and one robot. Depending on the number of robot
arms, it is referred as to a single and dual-arm cluster tool.
Wafers are loaded into a cluster tool via the loadlocks and
each one is transported by the robot arm from one loadlock
to PMs for processing according to a predetermined route.
After all operations are done, a completed wafer returns to
the same loadlock [14], [20].
For a cluster tool, given the wafer flow pattern, assume
that there is a wafer that is being processed in each PM.
Then, under the steady state, if the system cycle time that is
also called the fundamental period (FP) is determined by the
wafer processing time, it is called that the cluster tool operates
in a process-bound region. Otherwise, the tool operates in a
356

transport-bound region if the time taken by its robot’s tasks
decides the system cycle time.
As done in [11] and [12], many studies are performed
under the assumption that a cluster tool is process-bound.
Also, there are studies on the operation of transport-bound
cluster tools. Perkinson et al. [13] analyze the performance
of both process-bound and transport-bound cluster tools.
The work in [5] and [6] derives a scheduling strategy for
transport-bound single and dual-arm cluster tools to maximize the throughput. In [2] and [3], a single-cluster tool in
a multi-cluster tool can be process or transport-bound. For
a transport-bound single-cluster tool, a scheduling strategy
that is different from that for a process-bound one is applied.
Note that there are transport-bound cluster tools in the
semiconductor manufacturing industry such as FSI International’s ORION system and its POLARIS microlithography
cell [7].
It is found that, for a transport-bound cluster tool, the
productivity can sometimes be increased by reducing the
number of wafers that are concurrently being processed,
which requires a different strategy from that for a processbound tool. Hence, it is necessary and significant to search
for efficient scheduling methods for such a tool.

FIGURE 1. An illustration of a single-arm K -cluster tool.

To cope with the growing complexity of wafer fabrication
processes, multi-cluster tools are used. A multi-cluster tool
has a number of individual cluster tools connected by buffers.
Fig. 1 illustrates a K -cluster tool where a wafer processing
route is denoted with a solid red directed line.
In [2] and [3], for a single-arm multi-cluster tool, an optimal robot task sequence is found for each individual tool by
determining the number of wafers that are being concurrently
processed. Then, an earliest start strategy is used to schedule
it such that an optimal k-wafer cyclic schedule with k ≥ 2
is found. A k-wafer cyclic schedule with k ≥ 1 means
that during every cycle, k wafers are produced [17]. Note
that a k-wafer cyclic schedule with k ≥ 2 is difficult to
control and implement. Furthermore, with such a schedule,
wafer residency time fluctuates and repeats a sequence of k
different values such that there is a higher risk of violating the
wafer residency time constraints as defined in [16]. Hence,
in practice, a one-wafer cyclic schedule remains to be the
favorite one if it achieves the same maximum throughput as
a k-wafer cyclic schedule with k ≥ 2 does.
Studies on searching for a one-wafer cyclic schedule can
be found in [21], [22], and [24]. Such a schedule is obtained
by properly allocating the robot waiting time other than an
VOLUME 6, 2018
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earliest start strategy. In [24], a single-arm multi-cluster tool
whose bottleneck individual tool is process-bound is called
to be process-dominant (PD). For such a tool, it proves
that an Optimal One-wafer Cyclic Schedule (O2 CS) can
always be found [24]. For a PD hybrid multi-cluster tool,
Yang et al. [21] derive the conditions by which one can test
if a One-wafer cyclic Schedule with the Lower Bound (LB)
of cycle time (OSLB) exists. This problem is further studied
in [22] and the technique for obtaining an O2 CS is proposed.
For a multi-cluster tool [25], [26], the bottleneck individual
tool may be transport-bound. In this case, such a multi-cluster
tool is called to be transport-dominant (TD) in this work. It
is known that the existence of an OSLB can be efficiently
tested for a PD multi-cluster tool. However, for a TD multicluster tool, there is no research reporting whether an OSLB
can be found and how to do so if it exists. To answer these two
questions we conduct this work. Our primary contributions
are:
1) Derive the necessary and sufficient conditions to check
whether there is an OSLB; and
2) Propose an efficient algorithm to test whether an OSLB
exists and find it efficiently if so.
After a Petri net (PN) model for the entire system is
introduced in Section II, the properties of individual tools
are analyzed in Section III. Section IV derives the necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of an OSLB and
an efficient algorithm to test if it exists. Then, two industrial
examples are given in Section V to show the application of
the proposed method. At last, our conclusion is presented in
Section VI.
II. MODELING THE SYSTEM WITH PETRI NET

By following [2], [3], a single-arm multi-cluster tool is operated under the following conditions:
1) Each step is configured by one PM only;
2) At any time, only one wafer can be processed in a PM;
3) All wafers own the same processing route and a wafer
visits a PM only once except entering a buffer twice;
4) For each buffer, its capacity is one with no processing
function; and
5) The activity time is deterministic.
Let N K = {1, 2, . . . , K } and K = N K ∪{0}. C1 represents
the tool equipped with two loadlocks. As shown in Fig. 1,
Ci and Ri , i ∈ NK , constitute the i-th individual tool. The
buffer connecting Ci and Ci+1 , i ∈ NK−1 , is labeled as
Steps b[i] and 0 for Ci and Ci+1 , respectively. Note that for C1 ,
its Step 0 represents the loadlocks. In Ci , i ∈ NK , the index
of its last step is denoted as n[i], and we let Sij , j ∈ n[i] ,
denote its Step j. For easy presentation, Step n[i]+1 stands for
Step 0.
A. BASIC CONCEPTS OF PETRI NETS

In scheduling discrete event systems, PNs are known as
an efficient technique for modeling, analysis, and control
such that they are extensively applied [1], [8]–[11], [15],
[18]–[20], [27]–[33]. In this work, a finite capacity PN
VOLUME 6, 2018

defined as PN = (P, T , I , O, M , F) in [20] is extended
to model a K -cluster tool, where P and T are finite sets of
places and transitions, respectively. I is an input function
and O is an output function. M (P) = (M (p1 ), . . . , M (pm ))T
is a marking with M (pi ) being the number of tokens in
pi ; and F represents a capacity function. Define t’s preset • t = {p: p ∈ P and I (p, t) > 0}, i.e., the set of
t’s input places, and its post set t • = {p: p ∈ P and
O(p, t) > 0}, i.e., the set of t’s output places. In a similar
way, we define p’s post set and preset as p• = {t ∈ T : I (p,
t) > 0} and • p = {t ∈ T : O(p,t) > 0}. We have the following
definition.
Definition 1: In a finite capacity PN, a transition t ∈ T is
enabled if ∀p ∈ P,
M (p) ≥ I (p, t)

(2.1)

F(p) ≥ M (p) − I (p, t) + O(p, t)

(2.2)

and

Firing an enabled t at marking M yields
M 0 (p) = M (p) − I (p, t) + O(p, t)

(2.3)

Definition 1 implies that t is enabled and can fire if there
are enough tokens in ∀p ∈ • t and enough free spaces in
∀p ∈ t • . Conditions (2.1) and (2.2) say that t is process and
resource-enabled, respectively. Thus, t is enabled only if it
is both process and resource-enabled. Next, we adopt PN to
model the system and activity sequences.
B. MODELING ACTIVITY SEQUENCES

The PN model of a single-arm cluster tool is well-developed
by using a finite capacity PN in [18]. Also, a PN model for
operating a buffer is presented by [21]. This work adopts these
models and their introduction is briefed next.
The PM for Sij , i ∈ N K and j ∈ n[i] , is modeled by timed
place pij . The robot waiting before it unloads a wafer from
pij is modeled by timed place qij . Non-timed places zij and dij
are used to model that Ri holds a wafer for dropping into pij
and moving to Step j + 1. Pictorially, all these places are
denoted as circles. Timed transitions tij and uij model that
Ri loads/unloads a wafer into/from pij . Pictorially, they are
denoted as a black bar. Then, by adding arcs (zij , tij ), (tij , pij ),
(pij , uij ), (qij , uij ), and (uij , dij ), the PN model for Sij can be
developed as illustrated in Fig. 2.
With the PN for Sij , it is easy to obtain a PN for Ci .
We use place ri to model Ri and it is denoted by an ellipse.
The moving of Ri with a wafer carried from Steps j to j + 1
is modeled by transition xij together with arcs (dij , xij ) and
(xij , zi(j+1) ), j ∈ n[i] . Transition ymj models Ri ’s moving from
any Step m to Step j, m, j ∈ n[i] , without holding a wafer.
At last, arc (tij , ri ) is used to describe that, with the firing of
tij , ri is released. By this way, we can get the PN model for a
single-arm Ci as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Since the buffer linking Ci and Ci+1 , i ∈ N K−1 , is labeled
as Steps b[i] and 0 for Ci and Ci+1 , it is modeled by places
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FIGURE 2. The PN model of a single-arm cluster tool Ci .

pi(b[i]) and p(i+1)0 , respectively. When it refers to Ci , we use
pi(b[i]) ; otherwise, p(i+1)0 . Then, for the models of Steps b[i]
and 0, we can refer to Fig. 2. In such a way, we can easily
build the buffer’s PN model as illustrated in Fig. 3. Note that
in Fig. 3, if a token enters pi(b[i]) by firing ti(b[i]) , it enables
u(i+1)0 , otherwise, it enables ui(b[i]) .

FIGURE 3. The PN model of the buffer connecting Ci and Ci +1 .

Note that, for the PN of Ci , i ∈ N K , there is no deterministic
activity sequence since it is not choice-free. Thus, we need
a strategy to optimally decide an activity sequence. Next, we
discuss how to obtain an optimal scheduling strategy for each
single cluster tool.
To present a scheduling strategy, we define a basic activity
Aij = hyij → uij → xij → ti(j+1) i, i ∈ N K and j ∈ n[i] ,
to denote an Ri ’s task sequence: arrives at Step j → removes
a completed wafer there → moves to Step j + 1 → drops
that wafer there. Note that the meaning of tij is that the robot
drops a wafer into Step j. Thus, if it is followed by Aij , or
there is an activity sequence Ai(j−1) Aij , item yij included in
Aij takes no action, since the robot is already at Step j. Hence,
for robot Ri , i ∈ N K , we can use ηi = (Ai(i0 ) Ai(i1 ) . . . Ai(in[i] ) )
to represent its scheduling strategy, where i0 , i1 , . . ., and
in[i] denote a permutation of the step indices from 0 to n[i]
in Ci [2], [4], [5], [17].
In this work, for a TD multi-cluster tool, to determine the
optimal scheduling strategy (OSS) for each individual tool,
we assume that Ci_1 , (i_1) ∈ N K , is the bottleneck individual
tool (that has the heaviest workload in terms of FP) with
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FPi_1 being its fundamental period (FP) [13] and it must
be transport-bound. Dawande et al. [5] give a polynomial
algorithm to obtain an OSS (it must exist for each tool) for a
single-arm tool. Hence, in this paper, for each tool Ci , i ∈ N K ,
we first calculate its FP. Then, based on [5], we find the OSS
for Ci_1 . Let 5i_1 be the cycle time for the schedule obtained
by applying the OSS. Surely 5i_1 ≤ FPi_1 holds. Assume
that FPi_2 = Max{FPi |i ∈ N K \{i_1}}. Then, the following
three cases should be discussed.
Case 1: FPi_2 ≤ 5i_1 . In this case, any cycle time reduction for Ci , i ∈ N K \{i_1}, makes no contribution to the
productivity improvement of the system. Thus, for each tool
Ci , i ∈ N K \{i_1}, a backward strategy is adopted;
Case 2: FPi_2 > 5i_1 and Ci_2 is process-bound. Similar
to Case 1, for each tool Ci , i ∈ N K \{i_1}, a backward strategy
is adopted; and
Case 3: FPi_2 > 5i_1 and Ci_2 is transport-bound. Then,
we must find an OSS for Ci_2 and its cycle time 5i_2 . Then,
for Ci_3 that has the largest FPi_3 in Ci , i ∈ NK \{i_1, i_2},
do the above analysis until the scheduling strategy for each
individual tool is determined. The scheduling strategies for
all the individual tools form the strategy for the system.
With a strategy being determined for the system, we can set
the initial marking M0 for the PN model. To do so, we need
the definition of an activity chain [2], [5] as follows.
Definition 2: In a strategy ηi , an activity chain is a sequence
of activities with consecutively increasing order indexes
appearing, but no need of adjacency.
According to Chan et al. [2], in each activity chain, only
one wafer should be processed during the whole cycle. Hence,
given a scheduling strategy ηi for Ci , i ∈ N K , with a type
of tokens V0 representing a virtual wafer, M0 can be set as
follows.
For Ci , i ∈ N K , let D be the set of indexes of an activity
chain in ηi , and for each D, let k = Min{v|v ∈D}. Then,
set M0 (p10 ) = n to represent that there are always wafers to
be processed in the loadlocks; set M0 (pik ) = 1, k 6 = 0, and
M0 (pij ) = 0, j ∈ D\{0, k}; M0 (zij ) = M0 (dij ) = M0 (ri ) = 0,
j ∈ n[i] ; and M0 (qij ) = 0, j ∈ N n[i] . At last, set M0 (qi0 ) = 1,
implying that Ri is waiting at Si0 for unloading a wafer there.
It should be pointed out that at M0 , it is assumed that a token
in pi(b[i]) , i ∈ N K−1 , enables ui(b[i]) but not u(i+1)0 . In this
way, there is a token in every activity chain.
Next, we associate both transitions and places with activity
time.
C. MODELING ACTIVITY TIME

By following [11], [12], for each Sij , i ∈ N K and j ∈ n[i] ,
we assume that Ri ’s unloading/loading time is identical and
denoted by λi . Similar to the unloading/loading time, the time
needed for Ri ’s moving from Steps m to j, m 6 = j, is the same
no matter if it holds a wafer and denoted by µi . If the activity
sequence is Ai(j−1) Aij , as yij takes no action such that it takes
no time. The time for processing a wafer at Sij is αij , i ∈ N K
and j ∈ n[i] . However, for a buffer and loadlock, αij = 0.
We let ωij , i ∈ N K and j ∈ n[i] , be Ri ’s waiting time in qij ,
VOLUME 6, 2018
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TABLE 1. Time duration for places and transitions in Ci ,i ∈ N K .

and τij the wafer residency time in a PM/buffer/loadlock. The
time taken for different actions is summarized in Table 1 and
all of them are deterministic.
III. PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL CLUSTER TOOLS

Note that a scheduling strategy is not a schedule, since it
does not provide when an activity is performed. Moreover,
a scheduling strategy does not guarantee that a one-wafer
cyclic schedule for a K -cluster tool can be found. In this
paper, based on the determined strategy, we discuss the existence of an OSLB for a TD single-arm multi-cluster tool and
how to find it if it exists.
To obtain a one-wafer cyclic schedule, one needs to coordinate the robots such that they can operate in a paced way.
To do so, the wafer processing cycle time at Sij , the cycle time
of Ri , and their interaction are analyzed as follows.
Given a scheduling strategy ηi = (Ai(i0 ) Ai(i1 ) . . . Ai(in[i] ) )
for Ci , it follows from [2] that the activity sequence from Aij
to Ai(j−1) , i.e., (Aij Aij1 Aij2 . . . Aijm Ai(j−1) ), where (j1 , j1 , . . . jm )
are the indexes of activities from j to j − 1, consists of a
wafer processing cycle at Sij . Take ηi = (Ai0 Ai4 Ai2 Ai3 Ai1 ) as
an example, Ai0 Ai4 forms such a cycle at Si0 , Ai1 Ai0 forms
such a cycle at Si1 , Ai2 Ai3 Ai1 forms such a cycle at Si2 ,
Ai3 Ai1 Ai0 Ai4 Ai2 forms such a cycle at Si3 , and Ai4 Ai2 Ai3 forms
such a cycle at Si4 . For Ri , in a cycle, all activities in ηi should
be performed once, which means that Ai0 Ai4 Ai2 Ai3 Ai1 forms
such a cycle of Ri .
To describe such cycles, as done in [2], let Iij represent
the set of indexes of steps included in activities that are
performed for completing a wafer at Sij . Let IRi denote the set
of indexes of steps included in activities that are performed
in an Ri ’s cycle. Thus, Iij = {j, j1 , j2 , . . . , jm , j − 1} and
IRi = {0, i1 , i2 , . . . , in[i] }.
Given scheduling strategy ηi = (Ai(i0 ) Ai(i1 ) . . . Ai(in[i] ) ),
similar to [2], we define 3Pi = {j|Ai(j−1) Aij 6 ⊆ ηi , j ∈
N n[i] } ∪ {0|Ai(n[i]) Ai0 6 ⊆ ηi } and 3Ri = {j|Ai(j−1) Aij ⊆ ηi ,
j ∈ N n[i] } ∪ {0|Ai(n[i]) Ai0 ⊆ ηi }. If a wafer is just loaded into
Step j, j ∈ 3Pi , by executing Ai(j−1) , then, from the definition
of 3Pi , we have Ai(j−1) Aij 6 ⊆ ηi , which implies that the next
VOLUME 6, 2018

activity is not Aij . Hence, after Ai(j−1) , Ri should go to another
step for unloading a wafer there. On the contrary, if j ∈ 3Ri ,
the next activity is Aij and Ri should wait at Step j until the
wafer in this step finishes its processing. With 3Pi and 3Ri
being defined, we can now discuss the temporal properties of
the system.
Assume that ti(b[i]) and ti0 complete their firing at time
instants φ1 and ϕ1 , respectively. Thereafter, u(i+1)0 and
u(i−1)(b[i−1]) can fire. In the same cycle, after some time,
the firing of t(i+1)0 and t(i−1)(b[i−1]) finishes at time points
φ2 and ϕ2 , respectively. Then, we define the virtual wafer
processing time at Si0 (the buffer linking Ci and Ci+1 ) and
∗ = ϕ − ϕ ,
Si(b[i]) (the buffer linking Ci−1 and Ci ) as αi0
2
1
∗
i ∈ N K \{1}, and αi(b[i]) = φ2 − φ1 , i ∈ N K−1 , respectively.
∗ = 0 always holds. Further, we define
For the loadlocks, α10
1
function γij , i ∈ N K and j ∈ n[i] , as:
(
αij , if j ∈
/ {b[i], 0}
1
(3.1)
γij =
∗
αij , if j ∈ {b[i], 0}
If j ∈
/ {b[i], 0}, γij1 is the wafer processing time at Sij ;
otherwise, it denotes the virtual wafer processing time.
Let θij denote the time for completing a wafer at Sij , j ∈
n[i] , and let Qij = (Iij \{j}) ∩ 3Ri . According to [23], we
have
θij = γij1 + 4λi + 3µi + 2 × (|Iij | − 2) × (λi + µi )
X
+
ωik − |Qij | × µi
k∈{Iij \{j}}

(3.2)

∗
In (3.2), we need to determine the value of αi(b[i])
and
1
1
∗
when γi(b[i]) and γi0 occur. With the definition of αi(b[i])
∗ , we have α ∗
1
∗
and αi0
i(b[i]) = θ(i+1)0 − γ(i+1)0 and αi0 =
1
θ(i−1)(b[i−1]) − γ(i−1)(b[i−1]) . Hence, we have:
∗
αi0

∗
αi(b[i])
= 4λi+1 + 3µi+1 + 2 × (|I(i+1)0 | − 2)
X
× (λi+1 + µi+1 ) +
ω(i+1)k
k∈I(i+1)0 \{0}

− |Q(i+1)0 | × µi+1
∗
αi0

(3.3)

= 4λi−1 + 3µi−1 + 2 × (|I(i−1)(b[i−1]) | − 2)
X
× (λi−1 + µi−1 ) +
ω(i−1)k
k∈I(i−1)(b[i−1]) \{b[i−1]}

− |Q(i−1)(b[i−1]) | × µi−1

(3.4)

Assume that ti(b[i]) and ti0 end their firing at time instants
φ1 and ϕ1 , respectively. In the same cycle, assume that ui(b[i])
and ui0 start to fire at time instants φ3 and ϕ3 , respectively.
Define the virtual wafer sojourn time at Si0 and Si(b[i]) as τi0∗ =
∗
ϕ3 − ϕ1 , i ∈ N K \{1}, and τi(b[i])
= φ3 - φ1 , i ∈ N K−1 ,
respectively. Furthermore, we define function γij2 , i ∈ N K and
j ∈ n[i] , as:
(
τij , if j ∈
/ {b[i], 0}
2
γij =
(3.5)
∗
τij , if j ∈ {b[i], 0}
Note that γij1 is the necessary time for finishing a wafer
at Sij . However, after being processed, a wafer may stay in Sij
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for some time such that its residency time in Sij is γij2 with
γij2 ≥ γij1 . Hence, replacing γij1 by γij2 , we have
πij = γij2 + 4λi + 3µi + 2 × (|Iij | − 2) × (λi + µi )
X
+
ωik − |Qij | × µi
k∈Iij \{j}

(3.6)

Next, we need calculate Ri ’s cycle time. To do so, the
definition of basic cycles [2] and [5] is needed.
Definition 3: For the robot schedule of a single-arm cluster
tool, if its activity indexes are in a decreasing order apart from
those belonging to 3Ri , then, such a schedule forms a basic
cycle.
For instance, ηi = (Ai0 Ai4 Ai2 Ai1 Ai3 ) is not a basic cycle
since 1 and 3 are in an increasing order and 1 ∈
/ 3Ri .
However, by exchanging the positions of Ai1 and Ai3 ,
a basic cycle ηi = (Ai0 Ai4 Ai2 Ai3 Ai1 ) can be obtained. ηi =
(Ai0 Ai1 Ai2 Ai5 Ai3 Ai4 ) is a basic cycle, since, for it, the robot
schedule can be equivalently denoted as Ai5 Ai3 Ai4 Ai0 Ai1 Ai2
that meets the requirement of the definition of a basic cycle.
In this work, for each individual cluster tool, its OSS is
obtained based on [5], and from [5] we know that an OSS
for an individual tool must be a basic cycle. According to
Definition 3, it is found that for a basic cycle, all activity
indexes of a backward strategy belong to 3Pi . For such a
backward strategy ηi = (Ai0 Ai(n[i]) . . . Ai3 Ai2 Ai1 ), by [21], the
cycle time of Ri is
ψi = 2(n[i] + 1)(λi + µi ) +

Xn[i]
j=0

ωij = ψ0i + ψ1i

(3.7)

In (3.7), ψ0i = 2(n[i] + 1)(λi + µi ) representsP
the time taken
n[i]
for performing the robot tasks and ψ1i =
j=0 ωij gives
the time for robot waiting. For a non-backward basic cycle,
by [5], there is at least one j, j ∈ n[i] , such that j ∈ 3Ri .
From [21], we know that Ri ’s cycle time ψi equals the time
taken for finishing a wafer at Sij , i ∈ N K and j ∈ 3Ri , i.e., πij .
Hence, by (3.6) we have
ψi = πij = ψ0i + ψ1i ,

j ∈ 3Ri

(3.8)

In (3.8), ψ0i = 4λi + 3µi + 2 × (|Iij | − 2) × (λi + µi ) − |Qij | ×
µi represents
the time that the robot tasks take and ψ1i =
P
γij2 + k∈Iij \{j} ωik denotes the robot waiting time. Note that,
since j ∈ 3Ri , γij2 is also the time for robot waiting.
At the steady state, the manufacturing process in Ci ,
i ∈ N K , is serial such that each step has the same wafer
processing cycle time that is equal to the cycle time of Ri ,
i.e.,
πi = πi0 = πi1 = . . . = πi(n[i]) = ψi

(3.9)

It follows from (3.7)-(3.9) that, to obtain a cyclic schedule
of a TD single-arm K -cluster tool, the key is to coordinate the
multiple robots by determining ωij ’s such that the individual
tools can act in a paced way (to be discussed next).
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IV. SCHEDULING OF AN ENTIRE TOOL
A. SCHEDULE PROPERTIES

P
Let 5i = max{ξi0 , ξi1 , . . . , ξi(n[i]) , ψ0i +(αij + k∈Qij αik )|j ∈
3Ri }, i ∈ N K and j ∈ n[i] , where
P ξij = αij + 4λi + 3µi +
2 × (|Iij | − 2) × (λi + µi ) + k∈Qij αik − |Qij | × µi with
αi(b[i]) = αi0 = 0. Further, let 5 = max{51 , 52 , . . . , 5K }.
Obviously, 5 denotes the LB of the cycle time.
Let πi be the cycle time of Ci , i ∈ N K , and π the cycle time
of the entire system. From [18] and [23], we know that under
the steady state, the cycle time of each individual cluster tool
is identical and it is equal to π, i.e., we have
πi = π,

(4.1)

∀i ∈ N K

With (4.1), if an OSLB exists, we must have
π = πi = 5,

(4.2)

∀i ∈ N K

To schedule the system, we let Ri+1 , i ∈ N K−1 , unload a
wafer from pi(b[i]) (p(i+1)0 ) as soon as Ri , i ∈ N K−1 , loads this
wafer into it. Thus, with the assumption that each tool owns
a cycle time 5, at any M if: 1) when Ri (Ri+1 ) is scheduled
to drop a wafer into pi(b[i]) (p(i+1)0 ), ti(b[i]) (t(i+1)0 ) is enabled;
and 2) when Ri (Ri+1 ) is scheduled to remove a wafer from
pi(b[i]) (p(i+1)0 ), ui(b[i]) (u(i+1)0 ) is enabled, then, all robots
in the system operate in a paced way and an OSLB can be
obtained.
Take buffer b[i] that connects Ci and Ci+1 as an example.
From above analysis we have that φ1 denotes the time instant
when Ri finishes dropping a wafer into pi(b[i]) (p(i+1)0 ) and
Ri+1 begins to remove a wafer from p(i+1)0 ; φ2 denotes the
time instant when Ri+1 finishes loading a wafer into p(i+1)0 ;
and φ3 denotes the time instant when Ri begins to remove a
∗
wafer from pi(b[i]) . Thus, φ3 − φ1 = 5 − α(i+1)0
if b[i] ∈ 3Pi .
R
Otherwise, φ3 − φ1 = ωi(b[i]) , if b[i] ∈ 3i . Furthermore,
∗
we have φ2 − φ1 = αi(b[i])
. Then, to obtain an OSLB, by
coordinating Ri and Ri+1 , i ∈ N K−1 , we have:
Theorem 4: For Ci and Ci+1 , i ∈ N K−1 , in a TD singlearm K -cluster tool, if (4.3)-(4.5) are met, an OSLB can be
obtained.
πij = π(i+1)l = 5,
If b[i] ∈
If b[i] ∈

3Pi ,
3Ri ,

j ∈ n[i] and
∗
∗
5 − α(i+1)0 ≥ αi(b[i])
∗
ωi(b[i]) ≥ αi(b[i])

l ∈ n[i+1]

(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)

Proof: To obtain an OSLB, it follows from (4.2) that
(4.3) must hold. Hence, we just need to show the sufficiency
and necessity of (4.4) and (4.5).
Sufficiency: For the buffer connecting Ci and Ci+1 ,
i ∈ N K−1 , it is scheduled such that, after Ri , i ∈ N K−1 ,
loads a wafer into pi(b[i]) (p(i+1)0 ), Ri+1 unloads it from pi(b[i])
immediately. If b[i] ∈ 3Pi , let φ4 denote the time instant when
firing ti(b[i]) ends and firing u(i+1)0 starts, φ5 the time when
firing ui(b[i]) starts, and φ6 the time when firing ti(b[i]) ends
and firing u(i+1)0 starts again. Clearly, we have φ6 = φ4 + 5,
2
2
∗
and φ6 −φ5 = 5−γi(b[i])
= πi(b[i]) −γi(b[i])
= α(i+1)0
. Hence,
∗
φ5 − φ4 = φ5 − (φ6 − 5) = 5 − (φ6 − φ5 ) = 5 − α(i+1)0
.
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After firing ti(b[i]) , let φ7 denote the time instant when firing
2
= π(i+1)0 −
t(i+1)0 ends. Then, we have φ7 −φ4 = 5−γ(i+1)0
∗
∗
∗
2
,
≥ αi(b[i])
γ(i+1)0 = αi(b[i]) . By (4.4), we have 5 − α(i+1)0
or φ5 − φ4 ≥ φ7 − φ4 , leading to φ5 ≥ φ7 . This implies
that whenever ui(b[i]) and t(i+1)0 are scheduled to fire, they are
enabled. Hence, the buffer does not affect the realization of
a cyclic schedule for Ci and Ci+1 . Similarly, if b[i] ∈ 3Ri ,
we can show that if (4.5) holds, the buffer does not affect the
realization of a cyclic schedule for Ci and Ci+1 .
Necessity: If b[i] ∈ 3Pi , let φ8 denote the time instant
when firing ti(b[i]) ends and firing u(i+1)0 starts, and φ9
the time instant when firing ui(b[i]) starts. Then, from the
∗
. After firing
‘‘Sufficiency’’, we have φ9 − φ8 = 5 − α(i+1)0
ti(b[i]) , let φ10 denote the time instant when firing t(i+1)0 ends.
∗
. Assume that (4.4) is not
Then, we have φ10 − φ8 = αi(b[i])
satisfied, or φ9 − φ8 < φ10 − φ8 . Then, φ9 < φ10 , which
implies that when Ri comes to pi(b[i]) for unloading a wafer by
firing ui(b[i]) , transition ui(b[i]) is not enabled yet. Hence, ui(b[i])
can fire only at time instant φ10 but not φ9 , and the time taken
∗
for completing a wafer at Si(b[i]) is 2 = (φ10 −φ8 )+α(i+1)0
>
∗
(φ9 − φ8 ) + α(i+1)0 = 5. This implies that the cycle time is
greater than 5, which shows the necessity of (4.4). Similarly,
if b[i] ∈ 3Ri , we can show the necessity of (4.5).

With Theorem 4, we can first allocate the robot waiting
time for CK . Then, check if Condition (4.4) or (4.5) is satisfied for the buffer connecting CK and CK −1 . If not, there is no
OSLB; otherwise, allocate the robot waiting time for CK −1 .
Thereafter, test if Condition (4.4) or (4.5) is satisfied for the
buffer linking CK −1 and CK −2 . If not, there is no OSLB;
otherwise, allocate the robot waiting time for CK −2 . In such
a way, the robot waiting time for CK −3 , CK −4 , . . ., and C1 is
set sequentially. We next derive a fast algorithm to test if there
is an OSLB.
B. SCHEDULING OF K-CLUSTER TOOLS

By Theorem 4 and (3.3)–(3.4), for the buffer linking Ci and
Ci+1 , i ∈ N K−1 , one can regulate the robot waiting time ωij ’s
to make Condition (4.4) (or 4.5) satisfied when b[i] ∈ 3Pi
(or b[i] ∈ 3Ri ) such that an OSLB is found. Next, we discuss
how to determine ωij ’s to find an OSLB.
Let ωij∗ = ωij − αij , j ∈ 3Ri \{0, b[i]}, and ωij∗ = ωij ,
j ∈ 3Ri ∩ {0, b[i]}. Then, with αij known, ωij∗ is known
when ωij isP
determined. It follows from (3.6) that there is an
expression k∈Iij \{j} ωik in πij for Step j denoted by Sij , which
means that, during the process for completing a wafer at Sij ,
Ri needs to wait at each step k, k ∈ Iij \{j} for ωik (ωik = 0
may occur) time units. We define Z(πij ) = {k|ωik appears
in πij }. Meanwhile, ωik may be contained in more than one
πij , j ∈ n[i] . We define S(ωik ) = {j|ωik appears in πij
and j ∈ n[i] }.
Taking ηi = (Ai0 Ai1 Ai4 Ai3 Ai2 ) as an example, we have
Z (πi0 ) = Ii0 \{0} = {1, 4}. As ωi0 appears in both πi1 and πi2 ,
we have S(ωi0 ) = {1, 2}. Similarly, we have Z (πi1 ) = {0, 2,
3, 4} and S(ωi1 ) = {0, 2}; Z (πi2 ) = {0, 1} and S(ωi2 ) =
{1, 3}; Z (πi3 ) = {2} and S(ωi3 ) = {1, 4}; and Z (πi4 ) = {3}
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and S(ωi4 ) = {0, 1}. Next, we define function γik3 :
(
ωik , if k ∈ 3Pi
γik3 =
∗ , if k ∈ 3R
ωik
i

(4.6)

By (4.6), we have ωik = γik3 + αik , k ∈ 3Ri , and
ωik = γik3 , k ∈ 3Pi . Hence, to determine
P ωik is to determine γik3 . According to (3.8) and (4.6), k∈n[i] γik3 = 5 −
P
(ψ0i + αih + n∈Qih αin ) = ρ, which means that we need
assign ρ time units to γik3 ’s such that each step owns a cycle
time 5.
P
PFor b[i] ∈ 3i , ∗ to satisfyP(4.4), we need set
k∈I(i+1)0 \{0} ω(i+1)k in
k∈Ii(b[i]) \{b[i]} ωik in α(i+1)0 and
∗
such that they are as small as possible. This implies that
αi(b[i])
3
), k ∈
/
ωik (or γik3 ), k ∈
/ Ii(b[i]) \{b[i]}, and ω(i+1)k (or γ(i+1)k
I(i+1)0 \{0}, should be set as large as possible. For b[i] ∈ 3Ri ,
3
to make (4.5) satisfied, we need set ωi(b[i])
P(or γi(b[i]) ), the left
side of (4.5), as large as possible, while k∈I(i+1)0 \{0} ω(i+1)k
P
3
∗
(or k∈I(i+1)0 \{0} γ(i+1)k
) in αi(b[i])
as small as possible.
We use ς to represent the current available remaining time
for allocation with its initial value being set as ρ. With (3.9)
and (4.2), we present how to set γik3 ’s next.
Given Ci , i ∈ NK , initially we set γik3 = 0, k ∈ n[i] . Then,
3
γik ’s are modified for each Ci from i = K to i = 1 as follows.
For Ci , i = K , with γik3 , k ∈ n[K] , being initialized as 0,
3
γik , k ∈
/ IK 0 \{0}, is modified one by one in P
an ascending
order of k. We modify γik3 = Min{5 − ξij − l6=k γil3 , ς },
j ∈ S(ωik ) and l ∈ Z(πij ). Note that γik3 (or ωik ) may appear
in more than one πij , and πij may contain more
one γil3
P than
3
3
(or ωil ). Hence, by γik = Min{5 − ξij − l6=k γil , ς}, j ∈
S(ωik ), l ∈ Z(πij ), we ensure that the cycle time for any step is
not more than 5. After γik3 is modified, ς is updated as ς −γik3 .
In this way, we claim that γik3 is set as large as possible such that ωKk , k ∈ IK 0 \{0}, can be as small as
possible.
Next, for CK −1 , if b[K − 1] ∈ 3PK −1 , we check if
(4.4) holds. If so, similarly, for k ∈
/ (I(K −1)0 \{0}) ∪
(I(K −1)(b[K −1]) \{b[K − 1]}), in an ascending order of k,
ω(K −1)k is set as large as possible. Then, for k ∈
(I(K −1)(b[K −1]) \{b[K − 1]})\(I(K −1)0 \{0}), in an ascending
order, set ω(K −1)k as large as possible while ensuring the
satisfaction of (4.4). This can be realized by modifying γik3
such that it is less than (5 − (4λi + 3µi +
P2 × (|Ii(b[i]) | − 2) ×
∗
(λi + µi ) − |Qi(b[i]) | × µi )) − αi(b[i])
− p∈Ii(b[i]) \{b[i],k} γip3 ).
P
Hence, we have γik3 = Min{5 − ξij − l6=k γil3 , ς, (5 −
(4λi + 3µP
i + 2 × (|Ii(b[i]) | − 2) × (λi + µi ) − |Qi(b[i]) | × µi )) −
∗
αi(b[i])
− p∈Ii(b[i]) \{b[i],k} γip3 }, j ∈ S(ωik ) and l ∈ Z(πij ).
Next, for k ∈ (I(K −1)(b[K −1]) \{b[K − 1]}) ∩ (I(K −1)0 \{0}),
in an ascending order, set ω(K −1)k as large as possible while satisfying (4.4). At last, in an ascending
order, set ω(K −1)k , k ∈ (I(K −1)0 \{0})\(I(K −1)(b[K −1]) \
{b[K − 1]}), as large as possible. In this way, ω(K −1)k ,
k ∈ I(K −1)0 \{0}, can be as small as possible. However,
if (4.4) does not hold, we must conclude that there is no OSLB
for this multi-cluster tool.
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3
∗
and,
= αi(b[i])
If b[K − 1] ∈ 3RK −1 , we set γi(b[i])
3
for each j ∈ S(ωi(b[i]) ), check if γi(b[i]) > Min{5 − ξij ,
P
5 − (ψ0i + αih + k∈Qih αik )|h ∈ 3Ri } holds. If so, there
is no OSLB, since the cycle time of Step j is longer than 5,
which violates (4.2). Otherwise, for k ∈
/ I(K −1)0 \{0}, in an
ascending order, set ω(K −1)k as large as possible. In this way,
ω(K −1)k , k ∈ I(K −1)0 \{0}, can be as small as possible. In a
similar way, the robot waiting time for CK −2 , CK −3 , . . ., and
C1 is set sequentially. In such a way, we can check if there
is an OSLB. Define 1i = 5 − (4λi + 3µi + 2 × (|Ii(b[i]) | −
∗
. Then,
2) × (λi + µi ) − |Qi(b[i]) | × µi ) and ∇i+1 = αi(b[i])
Algorithm 5 is presented.
Algorithm 5: Check if an OSLB exists
Step 1: For i ∈ N K and j ∈ n[i] , calculate ψ0i , ξij , 5i ,
and 5, and let Q = 1.
Step 2: Determine ωKk , k ∈ n[K]
2.1 i ← K and γik3 ← 0, k ∈ n[i] ;
2.2 For (k = 0; k ≤ n[i]; k++),
if k ∈
/ Ii0 \{0}, update
P
γik3 = Min{5 − ξij − l6=k γil3 , 5 − (ψ0i + αih +
P
Pn[i] 3
n∈Qih αin ) −
q=0 γiq }, j ∈ S(ωik ), l ∈ Z(πij ), and
R
h ∈ 3i ;
2.3 For (k = 0; k ≤ n[i]; k++), if k ∈ Ii0 \{0}, update γik3
as Step 2.2;
2.4 For k ∈ n[i] , ωik = γik3 + αik if k ∈ 3Ri , ωik = γik3 ,
otherwise;
2.5 i ← i − 1;
2.6 In Ci , if b[i] ∈ 3Pi , go to Step 3; otherwise Step 4.
Step 3: Determine ωik , i ∈ N K−1 and k ∈ n[i] , with b[i] ∈
3Pi
3.1 γik3 ← 0, k ∈ n[i] ;
3.2 If ∇i+1 > 1i , Q ← 0 and go to Step 5; for (k = 0; k ≤
n[i]; k++), if k ∈
/ (Ii0 \{0})∪(Ii(b[i]) \{b[i]}), update γik3
as Step 2.2, otherwise;
3.3 For (k = 0; k ≤ n[i]; k++), if k ∈
(I
\{b[i]})\(Ii0 \{0}), update as γik3 = Min{5−ξij −
P
Pi(b[i]) 3
P
3
− (ψ0i + αih + n∈Qih αin ) − n[i]
l6=k γil , 5P
q=0 γiq ,
3
1i −∇i+1 − p∈Ii(b[i]) \{b[i],k} γip }, j ∈ S(ωik ), l ∈ Z(πij ),
and h ∈ 3Ri ;
3.4 For (k = 0; k ≤ n[i]; k++), if k ∈ (Ii(b[i]) \{b[i]}) ∩
(Ii0 \{0}), update γik3 as Step 3.3;
3.5 For (k = 0; k ≤ n[i]; k++), if k ∈
(Ii0 \{0})\(Ii(b[i]) \{b[i]}), update γik3 as Step 2.2;
3.6 For k ∈ n[i] , while k ∈ 3Ri , ωik = γik3 + αik ; ωik =
γik3 , otherwise;
3.7 i ← i − 1;
3.8 In Ci , if b[i] ∈ 3Pi , go to Step 3; otherwise Step 4.
Step 4: Determine ωik , i ∈ N K−1 and k ∈ n[i] , with b[i] ∈
3Ri
3
∗
4.1 γi(b[i])
← αi(b[i])
and γik3 ← 0, k ∈ n[i] \{b[i]};
P
3
4.2 If γi(b[i]) > Min{5−ξij , 5−(ψ0i +αih + k∈Qih αik )},
j ∈ S(ωi(b[i]) ) and h ∈ 3Ri , Q ← 0 and go to Step 5,
otherwise Step 4.3;
4.3 For (k = 0; k ≤ n[i];k++), if k ∈
/ Ii0 \{0}, update
γik3 as Step 2.2. Note that if b[i] ∈
/ Ii0 \{0}, we have
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4.4

4.5
4.6
4.7

P
3
= Min{5 − ξij − l6=b[i] γil3 , 5 − (ψ0i + αih +
γi(b[i])
P
Pγiq3
n∈Qih αin ) −
q∈n[i] \{b[i]} }, j ∈ S(ωi(b[i]) ), l ∈ Z(πij )
and h ∈ 3Ri ;
For (k = 0; k ≤ n[i]; k++), if k ∈ Ii0 \{0}, update
γik3 as Step 2.2. Note that if b[i] ∈ Ii0 \{0}, the value of
3
is set as Step 4.3;
γi(b[i])
For k ∈ n[i] , while k ∈ 3Ri , ωik = γik3 + αik ,
otherwise, ωik = γik3 ;
i ← i − 1;
In Ci , if b[i] ∈ 3Pi , go to Step 3; otherwise Step 4.

Step 5: Return Q and end.
By Algorithm 5, for a TD single-arm K -cluster tool, if it
returns Q = 1, an OSLB is obtained by setting the robot
waiting time; otherwise, if Q = 0, there is no OSLB. For
the Q = 0 case, there is a question that if there is still a onewafer cyclic schedule for a TD single-arm K -cluster tool and
how to find such a schedule if it exists. It remains open.
In Step 2 of Algorithm 5, we initialize γik3 ← 0, k ∈ n[i] .
Then, in Step 2.2, set γik3 as large as possible,
/ Ii0 \{0},
P for k ∈
in an ascending order. As 5 − ξij − l6=k γil3 ≥ 0 and
P
P
3
3
5 − (ψ0i + αih + n∈Qih αin ) − n[i]
q=0 γiq ≥ 0, γik is
nonnegative. Let γiq3 denote the last one to be set, it must
P
P
have γiq3 = 5 − (ψ0i + αih + n∈Qih αin ) − k∈n[i] \{q} γik3 ,
P
3
such that n[i]
k=0 ωik = 5 − ψ0i , where ωik = γik + αik if
3
R
P
k ∈ 3i , and ωik = γik if k ∈ 3i . In this way, we make the
cycle time of Ci equal to 5 as required and the robot waiting
time set in Step 2 is nonnegative. Similarly, we can set the
robot waiting
and
P time in Steps 3 and 4 to be nonnegative
3 + α if
we have n[i]
ω
=
5
−
ψ
,
where
ω
=
γ
ik
0i
ik
ik
ik
k=0
k ∈ 3Ri , andP
ωik = γik3 if k ∈ 3Pi . Note that in Step 3.3,
1i − ∇i+1 − p∈Ii(b[i]) \{b[i],k} γip3 is used to satisfy (4.4).
For Algorithm 5, we have the following result.
Theorem 6: Algorithm 5 is of polynomial complexity.
Proof: In Algorithm 5, if Q = 1, an OSLB can be
obtained and otherwise, if Q = 0 is returned, there is no
such a schedule. To test the existence of such a schedule,
by Algorithm 5, we have to set the robot waiting time from
CK to C1 one by one. In the worst case, we have to do so for
all of the individual cluster tools once and meanwhile check
whether Condition (4.4) or (4.5) is met or not for each buffer.
Let H = Max(n[i] + 1), i ∈ N K . For each Step j in Ci , we
initialize γik3 = 0, k ∈ n[i] . Thereafter, determine the value
of γik3 , k ∈ n[i] , one by one. At last, we set ωik = γik3 + αik
for k ∈ 3Ri , and ωik = γik3 for k ∈ 3Pi . Hence, at most
2H + 1 operations are needed in setting the robot waiting
time for Ci , i ∈ N K . Also, there are K − 1 buffers for
checking Condition (4.4) or (4.5). Thus, at most (2H + 1) ×
K + K − 1 = 2(H + 1) × K − 1 operations are needed in total,
implying that the computational complexity of Algorithm 5
is polynomial.

V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

We use two industrial examples to show the application of the
proposed approach.
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Example 1: A 2-cluster tool with activity time as follows:
for C1 , α10 = 0 (the loadlocks), α11 = 45, α12 = 0
(the buffer), α13 = 5, α14 = 5, λ1 = 5, and µ1 = 6; for
C2 , α20 = 0, α21 = 50, α22 = 80, α23 = 69, α24 = 77,
λ2 = 3, and µ2 = 4.
We first calculate the FPs of C1 and C2 , and we have
FP1 = 110 and FP2 = 104. As C1 is the bottleneck tool
and it is transport-bound. The method in [5] is used to find an
optimal strategy η1 = (A10 A13 A14 A11 A12 ) with cycle time
51 = 103 for C1 . Since FP2 > 51 and C2 is processbound. Thus, a backward strategy η2 = (A20 A24 A23 A22 A21 )
is applied to C2 and the LB of the system is 5 = 52 = 104.
By applying η1 to C1 , we have
ξ10
ξ11
ξ12
ξ13

=
=
=
=

α10 + α14 + 6λ1 + 4µ1 = 59,
α11 + α12 + 6λ1 + 4µ1 = 99,
α12 + α14 + 10λ1 + 8µ1 = 103, and
α13 + α14 + α12 + 8λ1 + 5µ1 = 80.

As 4 ∈ 3R1P
, we have ξ14 = α12 + α14 + 10λ1 + 8µ1 =
ψ01 + α14 + k∈Q14 α1k = 51 = 103. With η2 for C2 , we
have ξ20 = 24,
P ξ21 = 74, ξ22 = 104, ξ23 = 93, ξ24 = 101,
ψ02 + α2j + k∈Q2j α2k = ψ02 = 70 (because for ∀j ∈ 4 ,
there is no j ∈ 3R2 ), and 52 = 104. Thus, we set π1 = π2 =
5 = max{51 , 52 } = 104s.
3 = 0, k ∈ 
By Algorithm 5, for C2 , we initialize
γ2k
n[2] .
P
3 = Min{5 − ξ −
3 , 5 − (ψ +
Then, modify γ20
γ
2j
02
l6=0 2l
P
P
3 }, j ∈ S(ω ), l ∈ Z(π ), and
α2h + k∈Q2h α2k ) − n[2]
γ
20
2j
q=0 2q
3 = Min{104 − 74, 104 − 70} =
h ∈ 3R2 , to obtain ω20 = γ20
3 and γ 3 to obtain ω
3
30; similarly, we modify γ21
21 = γ21 =
22
3
Min{104 − 104, 104 − 70 − 30} = 0, ω22 = γ22 = Min{104
- 93, 104 - 70 - 30} = 4, and ω23 = ω24 = 0. For C1 , b[1] =
3
3 =
2 ∈ 3R1 . By Step 4 in Algorithm 5, we have γi(b[i])
= γ12
3
∗
α1(b[1]) = 4λ2 + 3µ2 + ω24 = 24. Since γ12
P > Min{104 ξ11 , 104 - ξ13 , 104 - ξ14 , 5 − (ψ01 + α12 + k∈Q12 α1k )} =
Min{104 - 99, 104 - 80, 104 - 103, 104 - 103} = 1.Thus
Q = 0 is returned, or an OSLB cannot be found.
Example 2: A 3-cluster tool has the following activity time:
for C1 , α11 = 5, α12 = 0 (the buffer), α13 = 35, λ1 = 5, and
µ1 = 10; for C2 , α21 = 41, α22 = 0 (the buffer), α23 = 60,
λ2 = 1, and µ2 = 1; for C3 , α31 = 100, α32 = 60, α33 = 50,
λ3 = 3, and µ3 = 2.
With a backward strategy for each tool, we have that
FP1 = 120, FP2 = 67, and FP3 = 118. Thus, C1 is
the bottleneck individual tool and it can be found that it is
transport-bound. By following [5], we find an optimal strategy η1 = (A10 A13 A11 A12 ) with cycle time 51 = 110 for C1 .
Since FP3 > 51 and C3 is process-bound, both C2 and C3
adopt a backward strategy, or we have η2 = (A20 A23 A22 A21 )
and η3 = (A30 A33 A32 A31 ).
For C1 , we have ξ10 = 4λ1 + 3µ1 = 50, ξ11 = α11 +
α12 + 6λ1 + 4µ1 = 70, ξ12 = α12 + 8λ1 + 7µ1 = 110,
ξP
13 = α13 + α12 + 6λ1 + 4µ1 = 105, {ψ01 + (α1j +
R
k∈Q1j α1k )|j ∈ 31 } = ξ12 = 110. Hence, 51 = ξ12 = 110.
Similarly, we can get that
Pξ20 = 7, ξ21 = 48, ξ22 = 7,
ξ23 = 67, {ψ02 + (α2j + k∈Q2j α2k )|j ∈ 3R2 } = ψ02 =
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FIGURE 4. The Gantt chart for the optimal schedule of Example 2.

8 × (λ2 + µ2 ) = 8 × 2 = 16, and 52 = ξ23 = 67.
For C3 , we have that ξ30 P
= 18, ξ31 = 118, ξ32 = 78,
ξ33 = 68, {ψ03 + (α3j + k∈Q3j α3k )|j ∈ 3R3 } = ψ03 =
8 × (λ3 + µ3 ) = 8 × 5 = 40, and 53 = 118. Since
53 = 118 > 51 > 52 , 5 = 118s.
Based on Algorithm 5, we first determine ω3k , k ∈ n[3] ,
3 = 0, k ∈ 
for C3 as follows. Initialize γ3k
n[3] . Thereafter,
3
3 = Min{5 − ξ , 5 − ψ }
modify γ30 and get that ω30 = γ30
31
31
= Min{118 - 118, 118 - 40} = 0. Similarly, we can obtain
3 = 40, ω = γ 3 = 38, and ω = γ 3 = 0.
that ω31 = γ31
32
33
32
33
For C2 , b[2] = 2 ∈ 3P2 , we have 12 = 5 − 4λ2 − 3µ2 =
∗
118−7 = 111 > α2(b[2])
= 4λ3 +3µ3 +ω33 = 18. Then, for
k ∈
/ (I20 \{0}) ∪ (I2(b[2]) \{b[2]}), or k ∈
/ {1, 3}, or k = 0, 2,
3 = 70 and ω
3
we have ω20 = γ20
22 = γ22 = 32. At last, for
3
3 = 0. For C ,
k = 1 and 3, we have ω21 = γ21 = ω23 = γ23
1
3 =
R
b[1] = 2 ∈ 31 , according to Algorithm 5, we initialize γ1k
3 = α ∗ = 4λ + 3µ + ω = 7.
0, k ∈ n[1] . Then, γ12
2
2
23
12
3
SincePγ12 = 7 < Min{5 − ξ11 , 5 − ξ13 , 5 − {ψ01 +
(α1j + k∈Q1j α1k )|j ∈ 3R1 }} = Min{118 - 75, 118 - 105,
118 - 110} = 8, Q = 1 is returned, implying an OSLB’s
existence. Then, for k ∈
/ Ii0 \{0}, or k = 0, 1, and 2, update
3 and we have γ 3 = Min{5 − ξ − γ 3 , 5 − ξ , 5 −
γ10
11
12
12
P 10
3 } = Min{118 - 70 - 7,
{ψ01 +(α1j + k∈Q1j α1k )|j ∈ 3R1 }−γ12
118 - 110, 118 - 110 - 7} = 1. Thereafter, since the remaining
3 = 0, γ 3 = 7, and
robot waiting time is zero, we have γ11
12
3
3
3 = 0,
γ13 = 0. At last, we have ω10 = γ10 = 1, ω11 = γ11
3
3
ω12 = γ12 = 7, and ω13 = γ13 = 0. Such a schedule’s
optimality can be verified through its Gantt chart as shown in
Fig. 4.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

The wafer residency time of a k-wafer cyclic schedule
fluctuates and repeats a sequence of k different values.
It leads to a higher risk of violating the wafer residency time constraints. Hence, a one-wafer cyclic schedule remains to be the favorite in industrial practice. To
obtain it, the existing work has established the conditions for process-dominant multi-cluster tools to check if
an optimal one-wafer cyclic schedule can be found. However, for transport-dominant single-arm multi-cluster tools,
it is an open problem. This work successfully answers it.
It develops a Petri net model to reveal the properties of the
entire system. By using this model, it derives the conditions
under which an optimal one-wafer cyclic schedule can be
found. It then proposes a polynomial algorithm to check
its existence and find it if it exists. A scheduling problem
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involving wafer residency time constraints is more challenging and it is our future work.
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